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M.A. 1* Semester Examination-2022-23 

COURSE ID: 10352 

Time : 2 Hours 

ENGLISH 

22-23/ 10352 

COURSE CODE 

Course Title : British Poetry II (From Mid 19th to 
20th Century) 

UNIT-I 

ENG/102/C 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their 
own words as far as practicable. 

answer. 

(b) Browning's 'A Grammarian's 

Full Marks : 40 

1. Answer any one of the following questions : 12x1=12 

(a) Write a note on the life of the Grammarian and how 

he is revered among people, in Browning's 'A 

Grammarian's Funeral'. 

Funeral' is a 

Renaissance poem. Do you agree? Justify your 
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(c) Hopkinss sonnet T wake and feel the fel of dark, not 
day is triggered by an acute sense cf desolation. Do 

you agree? Justify your vie. 

l) Comment itically on Hopkins's use of nature 

imagery sith reference to the poems prescribed in 
your syllabus 

UT-I 

2. Answer any one of the folloæing questions 12x1=12 

(a) Discuss the significance of the itie of the poea o 
Second Trog'. 

b) The Waste ani is in some waTs an unmistakabiy 

Surrealist poem - Discuss 
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fci Eliot's The Waste Land appears to be a montage of 

disconnected scenes, with no apparent story or 
rmovEent - DiscusS 

Discuss how Dyian Thomas Do Dot Go Gentie nto 

that Good Nighte erpiores the themes of huran 
2geing ad ineritabie death 

3 

UNTT-I 

3. Ansmer any for of the foiowing questions: 

(a) He ws 2 man bon with thy face and throat, 

Lyric Apoio! -Bxptain, 

44 

) Give the signífcance of the expression, Loftuly 'ying. 

k Feli Randal the farrier, D is he �ead then? My duty 
ai ended Commeat. 

beart n bitnz | StiTed ior a bird, -the achieve 

o, the mastery of the thin Locate and annotate. 

le) "Tuning an� tuning in the wióening gre / Tbe 
falcon cannot hear the faiconer" - Criticaliy 

0DOent. 

Expiore the significance of the simie "beauty ike a 
tightened bow in W. B. Yeats's poem No Second Troy 
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g Briefy iscuss Eãot's need for the use of Sanskrit 
Tords in The Waste Land 

) "And the shymer in the Song tongued room, / Who tolls 
his birtbigy bell" -Comment critically. 
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